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Description

Are you a seeker of cures?  Alternative cures?

I have a friend who is a seeker of alternative cures.  She has studied the back story of her
blood and skin and their reaction to the environment and foods.  She knows she has a bad
reaction to anything with sulfur in it.  A doctor had prescribed a medicine with a form of
sulfur.  An over-the-counter supplement someone recommended had a form of sulfur in it.
 Both gave her the negative reaction she feared.  It turns out nature’s bounty is full of
plants with sulfur.  However, some forms are benign while others are active.  This girl
knows these things and as I read the label of a product she was interested it, we both
discovered the Shaklee scientists had included a form that was not active or harmful.

Even as I open the document with the ingredients, she lets out a happy sigh, “Thats
perfect.  I think I’ll try some.”  She is rattling everything in the kitchen as we speak.  I can
picture the lake with all its homes and docks out side her sweeping picture windows, a mist
rising off the still water.  She is probably putting away the groceries, unpacking one cloth
bag after another.

My friend is beautiful, a cosmotologist with a tiny waist and perfect features.  She is a
mother of grown teenagers and she has taken great care to raise her children on an
organic diet, helping them recognize the consequences to their health of poor eating .  Her
own mother raised her on Shaklee supplements.  She remembers rebelling against “so
many pills”.  For year she didn’t take any vitamins, but her yearning for knowledge led her
to seek alternative products and procedures.  She has taken lots of Shaklee over the
years, cycled away from “so many pills,” again and just recently came back.  The search
for pure products, ones made from the part of the plant that will react well in the body
brings her back again and again to Shaklee.

I am so happy to have found a product line with a solid scientific foundation. Products that
work every time. Products that are safe. Products that are cost effective.  My task is never
to argue or persuade, only to present information that is true and reliable.  You decide.

If you are the sort of person who seeks to both prevent illness and to heal yourself with 
alternative cures



, I’d love to explore the possibilities with you.  Results vary and not every vitamin or herbal
supplement works for every person the same way, just like in medicine.  Let’s talk.

Be well, Do well and Keep Moving,

Betsy
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